This paper seeks to examine the phonological processes embedded in the speech errors of child phonology in Akan, a Niger-Congo (Kwa) language. The study has become necessary because cross-linguistically, several works have been undertaken on child language acquisition but very little or no attention has been given to that of Akan. Most of these works on African languages have centered on the acquisition processes with little on the phonological processes underpinning child language. Therefore, this study bridges the gap by providing a discussion of some phonological processes that underline the acquisition of Akan children. In the course of the phonological development of the Akan child as part of language acquisition, these processes occur as phonological simplification strategies to resolve relatively challenging natural adult forms of Akan expressions. This is either due to an articulatory accident or a defect in the speech organ. It is against this backdrop that Fromkin (1973) opines that a slip of tongue is evidence of a phonological process in action. Hence, this paper concludes that the inadequacies in child language acquisition trigger various phonological processes such as vocalization, stopping, de-affrication, anteriorization, fronting, cluster reduction, reduplication as a phonological simplification strategy in the acquisition of Akan.
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Introduction

In child language and non-native speakers’ phonology, it is observed that there are so many inaccuracies and errors. These inaccuracies are rich in phonological processes. The focus of this paper is to examine such phonological processes through child language acquisition which is an important research subject in linguistics in recent times. Studies on child language development are often carried out in English and other Indo-European languages. A close assessment of the literature on child language acquisition indicates...
that Bantu and other southern African languages have received much attention on how children develop speaking competencies in these languages. In this regard, mention is made of studies such as Demuth (1993, 2003) on the Sesotho language, Suzman (1991), and Pascoe and Jeggo (2019) on the Zulu language, Mower and Burger (1991); Gxilishe (2004) among several others on Xhosa. Within the Niger-Congo language family, Nwokah (1986), Oyebade (1990), and Adeniyi and Adeniyi (2017) have undertaken a similar study on Igbo and Yoruba respectively. With regard to Ghanaian languages belonging to the Niger-Congo (Kwa) family, studies on child language acquisition comprise Adjei (2002) on Ewe, Kpogo (2016) on Ga, Saah (1994), and Amoako (2020) on Akan.

However, irrespective of the typological dissimilarities in the various languages, the obvious findings from all these studies are that children encounter inadequacies in the acquisition of language. As part of the consensus, it is asserted that the child language acquisition phenomenon is not disorganized (cf. Stemberger & Bernhardt 2018). That is, the process of language development likely follows a natural order with few variations. In child language segmental phonology, it is noted that the child builds up sound inventory beginning from less challenging to more challenging segments. The same can be said of sound clustering, syllable development, and other prosodic features in various languages.

Consequently, in Akan, a recent study by Amoako (2020) observes that the acquisition order as in many other languages begins from stops and ends with laterals as follows: stops, nasals, fricatives, affricates, glides, laterals in that sequence. However, there is also an admission of the possibility of overlap and variation in the acquisition process. The implication is that stops and nasal sounds develop earlier whereas fricatives and affricates have a late development by the child. It is believed that from age 2, the child continues stockpiling sound inventory to age 6 and 7 where the child attains a level of conformity with an adult inventory. For instance, all other things being equal, it is noted that before age 5, cross-linguistically, the child is yet to develop the ability to produce affricate segments. As a result, between the phases of age 2-6 precisely, child phonology has a segmental shortfall and inaccuracies. Following these inaccuracies and limitations, the child adopts various repair strategies to overcome their shortfall in the pronunciation of morphs and morphemes featuring the unattained or imprecise segment(s) at a particular period. The repair as a form of simplification strategy on the difficult morpheme for the child consequently sparks various phonological processes. These phonological processes are grouped into substitution process, assimilation process, and syllable structure processes. Therefore, this paper seeks to add the various phonological processes of child language to the existing ones in Akan.
The Akan Language

Akan as a descriptive characteristic refers to an ethnic as well as a specific linguistic group of people in Ghana and part of the Ivory Coast. In Ghana, geographically, this group of people predominantly occupy the southern (including the Oti enclave carved out of the Volta Region) and middle part of Ghana. The Akan with its various subdivisions has an identical culture and a language with intricate relationships leading to mutual intelligibility. According to Agyekum (2006), the language consists of about ten (10) related dialects that include Asante, Akuapem, Fante, Agona, Assin, Ahanta, Akyem, Wassa, Bono, etc. From the lists of dialects, it is only the three major dialects; Asante, Akuapim, and Fante that have achieved literary status. Nine out of the sixteen regions in Ghana are predominantly occupied by Akan speakers and they speak any of the dialects as their mother tongue. These regions are Central, Eastern, Ashanti, Western, Western North, Bono East, Bono, Oti, and the Ahafo regions. However, due to migration, Akan speakers can be found across the length and breadth of the country. It is for this reason that it is statistically estimated that over 50% of Ghana’s population either speaks or understands the three major dialects as an L1 or a lingua franca. Therefore, due to its dominance and wider coverage, it is not out of place to claim that Akan is the most widely spoken language in Ghana.

Overview of Akan Sounds System

Akan Vocalic Inventory

Akan has ten (10) oral vowels \( [\text{i}, \text{i}, \text{u}, \text{o}, \text{e}, \text{e}, \text{o}, \text{a}, \text{æ}, \text{o}] \) at the systematic phonetic level (Schachter & Fromkin 1968; Clements 1976; Dolphyne 1988; Eshun 1993; Abakah 2002, 2006, 2013) and five (5) phonemic nasal vowels \( [\text{ã}, \text{i}, \text{i}, \text{ũ}, \text{ʊ}] \) (Eshun, 1993; Abakah 2002, 2006, 2013; Manyah, 2008; Dolphyne, 2006). In terms of their distribution, eight vowels \( [\text{i}, \text{u}, \text{e}, \text{e}, \text{a}, \text{æ}, \text{o}, \text{a}] \) occur word-initially in Fante and six \( [\text{e}, \text{e}, \text{a}, \text{æ}, \text{o}] \) in Akuapem and Asante. All the ten (10) phonetic vowels occur at the word medial position. In Fante, all the ten phonetic oral vowels occur word-finally. However, in Asante and Akuapem, only nine (9) vowels \( [\text{i}, \text{u}, \text{e}, \text{e}, \text{o}, \text{a}, \text{æ}, \text{o}] \) occur word-finally (Abakah, 2006; Odoom, 2011). The vowel \( [\text{æ}] \) is allophonic, not phonemic. It is in complementary distribution with \( [\text{a}] \), where \( [\text{æ}] \) occurs before advanced high vowels and \( [\text{a}] \) occurs elsewhere (Clements, 1981, 1984; Stewart, 1983; Dolphyne, 1988 Abakah, 2004; and Adomako, 2015). Dolphyne (1988) explains that \( [\text{æ}] \) is a predictable \ [+ATR] \ allophonic variant of \( [\text{a}] \) before a following \ [+ATR] \ vowel. The chart below shows the ten phonetic oral vowels in Akan.
Akan has four high vowels [i, ɪ, u, ʊ]. Akan vowels are also distinguished on the robust [±ATR] feature based on the root of the tongue as shown in the following [+ATR] vowels [i, e, u, o, æ] and [-ATR] vowels [ɪ, ɛ, a, ɔ, ʊ]. The [+ATR] vowels assimilate the [-ATR] vowels in a given word domain. The [+ATR] vowels cause the vowel assimilation and the [-ATR] vowels undergo harmonization (Kaye, 1982; Baković, 2002; Pavlik, 2009; Mahanta, 2007) as illustrated in (3).

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
(1) & +ATR & -ATR \\
\text{i. æduro} & \text{‘medicine/drug’} & \text{asɛm} & \text{‘issue’} \\
\text{ii. kukuo} & \text{‘pot’} & \text{abɛ} & \text{‘palmnut’} \\
\text{iii. æsitɔre} & \text{‘sugar’} & \text{aɛṣidiɛ} & \text{‘sugarcane’} \\
\text{iv. etuo} & \text{‘gun’} & \text{ayowa} & \text{‘earthenware bowl’} \\
\text{v. eburoo} & \text{‘maize’} & \text{nseŋkwa} & \text{‘comedy/jokes’} \\
\end{array}
\]

The traditional lexical words in example (1a) demonstrates [+ATR] vowel harmony and that of (1b) shows [-ATR] vowel feature value.

Akan Consonantal Inventory

Like vowels, the exact number of phonemic consonants in Akan consonantal inventory has generated an ongoing debate. Various scholars have proposed diverse opinions. On the consonantal inventory of Akan, Schachter and Fromkin (1968) mentioned the segments /p, b, t, d, k, g, s, f/ as the only “true” consonants in Akan and /j, w, h/ as glides though not true consonants. The non-vowel nasals /m, n/ were deemed to be predictable.
by rule and thus need not be specified at the systematic phonemic level. Thus, aside from
the eight consonants above, all other segments including the liquids, [ r, l ] are specified
as [ -Consonantal ]. Schachter (1962) asserts that the liquids were borrowed into Proto
Akan segmental inventory. Meanwhile, Eshun (1993) and Abakah (2006) on the other
hand, have identified fourteen (14) systematic consonantal phonemes namely [ p, b, t, d, 
k, g, m, n, r, f, s, h, j, w ]. This number is six more than what Schachter and Fronkin
(1968) had posited. Abakah (ibid)catalogues a chart of sixty-four (64) phonetic variants
of the fourteen (14) consonant phonemes and asserts that excluding the fourteen (14)
phonemes, the remaining fifty (50) are derived from the fourteen (14) as a result of the
application of some phonological rules. This claim amplifies the earlier position of
Christaller (1933) and Dolphyne (2006). However, Adomako (2018a) expands this
number by listing the following segments; [ʨɥ, ʥɥ, ɕɥ, ʥ, ʨ, ɲ, ɲɥ] and made the
contention that these labialised and alveo-palatalts occur before non-front vowels,
therefore, are phonemic. He thus includes them on the Akan consonant chart in table (1)
below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bilabial</th>
<th>Labiodental</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Alveo-palatal</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Labialized alveopalatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Labial-velar</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>p, b</td>
<td>t, d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affricates</td>
<td>tɕ, ɗz</td>
<td>tɕɥ, ɗzɥ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricatives</td>
<td>f, s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasals</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>ɲ</td>
<td>ɲɥ</td>
<td>ɲ̃</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximants</td>
<td>(w)</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td></td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Akan Consonantal Inventory (adopted from Adomako, 2018a: 9)**

**Overview of Phonological Processes**

According to Wei (2008), phonological processes are the set of rules adopted to simplify
the pronunciation of a language unit. Thus, phonological processes in child phonology
are what the child brings to the language in order to simplify complex adult phonological
expressions (cf. Younis 2008). This set of simplification rules consist of syllable structure
processes, substitution processes, and/or assimilation processes. Each of these processes
is a composite process that entails other individual processes. For instance, epenthesis,
metathesis, final consonant deletion, reduplication, cluster reduction among others
constitute syllable structure processes, while stopping, fronting, backing, gliding among
others are components of substitution processes. Any of these phonological processes
exist in human language as the set of rules of natural deviation that enhances speech
production. However, any of these processes could also emerge as cosmetic measures
within child phonology and among second language learners as a mitigation strategy.
(Chan & Li 2000). This is expected because, at a certain level of language acquisition, the vocal apparatus of the child might not have developed to the extent necessary to produce appropriate articulations similar to adult forms.

In phonological processes, a phonological constituent being the target unit usually a segment or syllable may lose or acquire a feature in a continuum of partial to absolute terms. The process could completely overturn the primary articulation feature of the target unit. It is from this perspective that Abakah (2012) differentiates between palatalization and affrication in Akan as distinct phonological processes. Thus, a phonological process could probably emerge as a secondary articulation process in segmental phonology together with other syllable structures and assimilatory processes. As a secondary articulation phenomenon, then a phonological process also applies to the set of rules that support the addition of a lesser degree of closure accompanying the articulation of a primary sound. The above elaborations turn in the idea of superimposition of a feature in a cross-section of phonological processes such as labialization, palatalization, and the like.

Assessing phonological processes from the viewpoint of assimilation, Lord (1974: 147) defines it as a change in the properties of a vowel or consonant sound brought about by the influence of a neighboring, usually an adjacent consonant or vowel. This implies that a phonological process may involve an alteration in the features of a sound. The manipulation of the segment could perhaps be projected as a feature addition, narrowing, or an absolute delinking of a feature inherent in a sound. However, the process does not randomly take off but is triggered by another segment within the catchment of the altering sound. The objective of an assimilatory phonological process is to shape a segment or a phonological unit towards a rendition that is more compatible to suit a particular environment. It is a composite process that involves a collection of several other phonological activities of modification on a phonological constituent.

Phonological Process in Akan

Various phonological processes have been discussed in a number of literature on Akan. The processes are explored in various works either as an ordinary natural phenomenon in the language or subsumed as having manifestation in a particular phonological aspect in the language. For instance, Adomako (2015) examines some of the phonological processes as reflected in an Akan linguistic game. Again, Adomako (2017) addresses the phonological processes as reflected in the Akan female naming system. Moreover, Boadi (2014) expatiates on the phonological processes that apply to the underlying representation (UR) in Akan to exemplify the phonological differences in the three main dialects. Nevertheless, Abakah (2012) enumerates a number of these processes as inherent in the three main dialects of Akan. The discussion on phonological processes in
the literature of Akan has identified some processes such as palatalization, labialization, labial palatalization, vowel harmony, stridentization, coronalization, dorsalization, velarization, posteriorization among others.

Most of these processes are treated as natural occurrences inherent in Akan to facilitate speech production. Conversely, Chan & Li (2000) argue that a phonological process could be sparked as a synthetic deviation to ease an articulatory challenge. It is in line with this that Fromkin (1973) contends that a speech error is evidence of a phonological process in action. Hence, in this paper, we turn to examine the phonological processes as evidence in the phonology of native Akan-speaking children within the age range of two (2)-seven (7). This target group is plausible because it is the language acquisition phase of child development that is characterized by numerous inadequacies. Due to these phonological inadequacies, children inadvertently adopt various phonological processes in speaking and the production of adult forms. Hence in our subsequent discussion, we gravitate to the discussion of how child language in Akan finds solace in other phonological processes as a resolution to challenging adult expressions.

**Methodology**

Research approach and design

This is a descriptive qualitative study to unravel the phonological processes embedded in the errors and inadequacies of child language in Akan.

Data source

The data for this study were collected from the primary source. Eighty (80) words in varying phonological shapes and sound sequences were compiled. The data were primarily nominals familiar to the children and few verbal items denoting action. Lust (2006) suggests that one prominent method of studying child’s knowledge of the language is by studying their language production through play, recordings, and transcription of natural speech. Accordingly, in order to assess the target phonology, the children and corresponding parents were engaged with these pictorial images to act as a stimulus to elicit their pronunciations. Occasionally, for emphasis and confirmation of the phonological process in the error or inaccuracy, respondents were stimulated to repeat the pronunciations through a play around the nominal items. Eventually, with the permission of the parents, the pronunciation of all respondents was recorded.
Data size

In all, eighty (80) traditional lexical words were extracted from the recordings as the primary data for this study. The 80 extracted primary source data were subsequently compared to pronunciations from the parents as the native speakers of the language.

Participants

A total of 36 participants comprising 9 males and 9 females children and 18 mothers were purposefully sampled for the study. These children are from 2-7 years. All participants indicated their interest to participate in the project by responding to flyers distributed to them. Participants were required to have not lived outside of Ghana for the purpose of controlling for first language attrition. All participants provided written consent to participate in the project.

Data collection procedure

Participants were also recorded in their various settings in the homes. For their consent and supervision, a parent of the 18 children was added as part of the respondents to report on their ages. Additionally, the parents were aged 22-40 and comprise of fourteen females and four males. They gave a natural pronunciation of the gathered data for comparison. This brought the total sample size of the study to thirty-six (36). The eighteen children were grouped into 3-6 based on age and phonological advancement. That is, ages 2-3 form one group of six since they had a similar phonological advancement as beginners. Equally, age 4-5 constituted the next intermediary group of six, and age 6-7 formed the last group of six to represent the final phase of phonological development. They were recorded using a recorder and later transcribed.

Data analysis

The errors were intuitively classified according to the phonological processes involved and were transcribed in the IPA convention for ease and clarity. The descriptive approach was used for the analysis of data.

Ethical considerations

We stated explicitly to the respondents that the purpose of the research study is to gather data of children who are from 2-7 years in order to provide a comprehensive account of the various phonological processes embedded in child phonology. We explained to the respondents that the data collection exercise was expected to last for about 5 working days. And each recording session lasted for about 3 hours. Their responses were audio-recorded. Although the data collected do not border on confidentiality of the records of
the respondents, we assured the respondents that based on their wishes; we will protect their identity in the data they give out.

Data Presentation and Analyses

This section discusses the various phonological processes in our data gathered. These phonological processes are categorized into substitution and syllable structure processes.

Substitution Processes

In this phonological process, a sound is used to replace another sound in a given word domain. The following are some of the substitution phonological processes in child phonology in Akan.

Stopping/Plosivisation of Stridents in Akan Child Phonology

In the data collection, it was observed that a common phonological process in child phonology is stopping. Though it was a cross-cutting phonological process that characterizes all the children in the various language acquisition phase, yet, it was predominant among age 2-3 children. This is the phase known for the development of stops and is marked as the starting point of language acquisition. At this stage, it is evident that the only acquired consonant or in the acquisition is the stops. Thus, any other segment such as fricatives or affricates proves relatively challenging to the child. As part of the rehearsal for the articulation and application of the stops, child phonology at this stage treats any other consonant as a plosive. Consequently, the seemingly complex fricatives and affricates as the stridents in a morpheme are substituted. The attempt to de-stridentized a segment in a morpheme is occasioned with the process of stopping. That is, in child phonology, stridentized segments are simplified through another phonological process known as stopping or plosivisation to be precise. The following data (2) illustrates a similar replacement of sibilants in the context of child phonology in Akan especially among age 2-3 children.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(2) Stridents</th>
<th>Adult Form</th>
<th>Child Form</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Child Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i. /ʨɥ/</td>
<td>nʨɥʊm</td>
<td>ntʊm</td>
<td>‘chickenpox’</td>
<td>2-3yrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. /ʥɥ/</td>
<td>nʥɥʊm</td>
<td>ndʊm/nbʊm</td>
<td>‘music’</td>
<td>2-3yrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii. /ʨ/</td>
<td>ʨɪʨɪrɪ</td>
<td>kɪkɪ/tɪtɪ/ɡɪɡɪ</td>
<td>‘to tie’</td>
<td>2-11 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv. /ʨ/</td>
<td>nʨɪn</td>
<td>nkɪn/ntɪn</td>
<td>‘salt’</td>
<td>2-10 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v. /ʥ/</td>
<td>ʥina</td>
<td>dina/qina</td>
<td>‘to stop’</td>
<td>3-5 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi. /ʣ/</td>
<td>ʣa</td>
<td>ada/ɑɡa</td>
<td>‘father’</td>
<td>3-2 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vii. /ʧ/</td>
<td>mʧrama</td>
<td>mp(b)rama</td>
<td>‘air’</td>
<td>3-1 month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viii. /t/</td>
<td>mɪ sisi</td>
<td>mɪ tɪtɪ</td>
<td>‘my waist’</td>
<td>3-3 months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stridentized morphemes in the adult forms of the above data feature strident segments such as [ʨɭ, ʥɭ, ɕɭ, ʡ]. Akpanglo-Nartey (2002) asserts that strident feature is a general acoustic term that refers to all segments such as [ʨɭ, ʥɭ, ɕɭ, ʡ] that have increased turbulence in airflow due to the absolute occlusion and gradual release of airflow. This integrated activity makes it complicated for the developing vocal tract of the child to adjust.

Moreover, as asserted by Stemberger and Bernhardt (2018), Amoako (2020) stridents and affricates are part of the late sounds acquired by the child. Thus, the absence of the affricates in the sound inventory of the child at the pre-affricate development stage compels the child’s phonology to resort to a phonological process as a resolution to the absent or challenging sound. Consequently, the phonology of the child relies on the already developed readily available stops such as [p, t, k, b, d, ɡ]. This plosive substitution phonological process that allows the child to simplify the complex segment for onward pronunciation and production of the morpheme is popularly known as stopping or plosivization (Rose 2009).

Again, the other two segments [s, ʡ], though plain fricatives are also simplified by being substituted for [t, p/b] respectively in example (2vii, viii). This substitution is perhaps attributed to the late acquisition of fricatives in language development. The overlap between the two segments; [t] and [s] is possible in child phonology on the basis that the two are closely identical in point of articulation but differ in manner. Positioning two articulators in close approximation for the airstream to escape through a narrow space for turbulence is challenging for the limited articulatory ability of the child.

Partial De-Stridentization in Akan Child Phonology

In Akan child phonology, particularly among age 4-5, this process of de-stridentizing challenging stridents segments assumes a different realization other than stopping (plosivisation). In this, a different rendition of simplifying stridentized segments such as [ʨɭ, ʥɭ, ɕɭ, ʡ, ɕ, ʨ] is applied. Schachter and Fromkin (1968), Abakah (1978), Dolphyne (2006), and Adomako (2015, 2018b) argue that strident sounds [ʨɭ, ʥɭ, ɕɭ, ʡ, ɕ, ʨ] in Akan have undergone the process of palatalization. The palatality in these stridents sounds is testified in the formation of a constriction at the palatal location as an accompaniment to a stricture of greater degree in the articulation of these sounds.

The composite articulatory activities tend to be complicated for the 4-5 child developing Akan as a mother tongue. The referred complexity is resolved in the phonology of the child by substituting a simple plain fricative; [ʡ, s] for the complex [ʨɭ, ʥɭ, ɕɭ, ʡ, ɕ, ʨ]. This is possible because, at this age 4-5 of the language developmental phase, the child has or is in the process of acquiring ability for sibilants production (Ingram 2008). This
substitution forms part of the phonological rehearsal and resolution of the challenging unit for the child. Until full mastery over strident or sibilant production, the child’s phonology resorts to this pattern of replacement. This continuous simplification process eventually enhances the production of stridentized segments by the Akan child. The following data illustrates this partial de-stridentization process.

(3) Stridents                      Adult Form                  Child Form              Gloss                      Child Age
i. /ɕɥ/  mɛɕɥɪ  w(ʊ)        mɛfɪw               ‘I will beat you’       4yrs 1month
ii. /ɕɥ/  aɕɥɪdɪɛ             afɪdɪɛ               ‘sugarcane’             4yrs 3months
iii. /ɕɥ/  aɕɥɪɛ             afɪɛfɛ              ‘mirror’                 4yrs 6months
iv. /ɕɥ/  ɲɛɪɾʊma           ɲɪɾʊma/ɲsɪɾʊma ‘a whistle’               4yrs 6months
v. /ɕ/   ɕɪrʊma             ɲɪɾʊma/ɲsɪɾʊma ‘a whistle’               4yrs 4months
vi. /ɕ/   ɕɛpɛɛ               sɛpɛɛ/fɛpɛɛ      ‘glamorous’           4yrs 2months
vii. /ɕ/   ɲɛɪɛɪ              nsɪɛɪ/nsɪɛɪ   ‘an arrangement’   5yrs 1month
viii. /ɕ/   ɲɛdɪ          afɛdɪ/asɛdɪ   ‘a command’         5yrs 3months

From data (3), we can see that all morphemes comprise a strident either at the word-initial or medial position in the adult form. These stridents are usually get replaced with a plain strident or fricative [s, f] within the child phonology. This stage probably marks the period where the child is developing the articulatory ability for sibilants, i.e. (intra-sibilant developmental phase). The substitution of [ɕɥ, ɕ] for [f, s] as demonstrated above is not ordinary or accidental but has a phonological underpinning. Notably, [ɕɥ, ɕ] are replaceable with [s, f] because the former and the latter are all [+SIBILANT] or stridents, with the only difference being that the latter is fronted in articulation. It is obvious that for simplicity and articulatory convenience, the phonology of the Akan child opts for a plain strident by the inability to draw the tongue back to the palatal location contemporaneously. This fricatizing process of partially de-stridentizing [ɕɥ, ɕ] is probably due to the simultaneous approximation and stricture involve in the production of these palatal strident sounds. The vocal tract of the child at this point of language acquisition is yet to gain mastery over these seemingly co-articulation processes. On this account, the child’s phonology substitutes a simpler version of strident for the more complex segment. A similar relationship can be drawn from the replacement of [s] for [ɕ] in example (v-viii) whereby both are stridents. However, the substitute [s], is non-back and non-palatal but the target [ɕ] is palatal fricative and a back segment as well.

This substitution process helps to simplify the complex component of stridentality to afford the child some articulatory ease. Nevertheless, stridentality in the target is partially retained with the plain fricative /f, s/ as the replacement. In other words, it is also tenable that the replacement of [ɕɥ, ɕ] for [f, s] de-palatalizes the palatality in [ɕɥ, ɕ] but retains the [+Strident] feature specification. That is, a relatively easier strident de-palatalize and replace a complex strident [ɕɥ, ɕ].
Velar Fronting in Child Phonology

A velar segment produces at the post-palatal region of the roof of the mouth. This description captures the location from the velum (soft palate) to the onset of the glottal section. On the other hand, fronting as a phonological process refers to the circumstance whereby a post-alveolar sound such as a velar or glottal segment is replaced with a sound that is made toward the front of the vocal tract (Williamson 2010). In this perspective, the pre-palatal region that comprises the alveolar, labio-dental, and bilabial domains of the vocal tract constitutes the frontage of the tract. It aligns with this description that Kresheck et al (1996) contend that fronting fundamentally represents the replacement of a posterior consonant with an anterior consonant. This substitution is common among children within age 2-3 as part of the inadequacies associated with language development.

Fronting usually occurs at the onset of a morpheme than morpheme final. To present a better appreciation of the occurrence of this process, Kresheck et al (1996) cite the phenomenon among English learners where [tæn] is pronounced for [kæn] instead, [ti:] for [ki:], [biː] for [biːt]. Conditions like these are not limited to English children acquiring the language; it is a cross-linguistic phenomenon and Akan is not an exception.

Unlike in the alveolar region, the velar region of the child has a late readiness and maturity for sound articulation. The following data demonstrates velar fronting.

(4)   Posterior Adult Form       Child Form            Gloss                 Child Age
i.    akʊkɔ                  atʊtɔ                       ‘chicken’              2yrs 3months
ii.    kakaɪ                   dadaɪ                      ‘monster’              2yrs 4month
iii.   koko                   toto                        ‘porridge’             2yrs 1month
iv.    ɡuɡu                   dudu                      ‘to pour’              2yrs 5month
v.    ŋɡʊ                      ndʊ                        ‘oil’                   2yrs 6month
vi.    ŋkatɪ                   ntatɪ                       ‘groundnut’          3yrs
vii.  ŋkuruma                ntuuma                   ‘okra’                   3yrs

Example (4i-vii) places the velar segment [k, ɡ,ŋ] at either the word-initial or medial position. However, the production of these velar segments at their various positions proves challenging for the child, and they eventually get substituted. In the chronological order of consonant acquisition in language development, velars and posterior segments constitute part of the late acquired segments (Fee 2014, Amoako 2020). While posteriors are yet to be developed by the under-age three children, some anterior segments including alveolars, are already developed and active in the child’s phonology. Therefore, at the pre-velar development, velars are mostly substituted for alveolars as exemplified above. The substitution is not decisive but rather the inability of the child’s speech organs to produce velar segments in morphemes constrains the tongue to surge forward instead for the production of the velar that results in the articulation of alveolars as substitutes. This
deviational phonological rule that permits the substitution of a velar segment like \([k, \ g, \ ɲ]\) for an alveolar such as \([t, \ d, \ n]\) respectively is described here as the velar fronting.

However, fronting in general as a phonological process entails the replacement of any posterior consonant for an anterior consonant (Kresheck et al 1996). In Akan, aside from the cases of velar fronting as shown in example (4), fronting also triggers the partial reversal of posteriorization as reported in Abakah (2012). Instead of posteriorization at the word-final position in Asante and Gomoa Mfantse as demonstrated in Abakah (ibid), this de-posteriorization in child phonology occurs at the word-initial position with the constrained or forced replacement of the anterior coronal nasal \([n]\) in place of the posterior coronal nasal \([ɲ]\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(5) Posterior Adult Form</th>
<th>Child Form</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Child Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i. (\text{ɲamɪ})</td>
<td>(\text{námɪ})</td>
<td>‘God’</td>
<td>3yrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. (\text{ɲinaa})</td>
<td>(\text{nínaa})</td>
<td>‘all’</td>
<td>3yrs 1month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii. (\text{ɲansa})</td>
<td>(\text{nánsa})</td>
<td>‘wisdom’</td>
<td>3yrs 2months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv. (\text{ɛɲɥa})</td>
<td>(\text{ɛna})</td>
<td>‘snails’</td>
<td>3yrs 1month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v. (\text{ɲɥansɪma})</td>
<td>(\text{nansɪma})</td>
<td>‘a fly’</td>
<td>3yrs 3months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi. (\text{æɲɥummɪrɛ})</td>
<td>(\text{ænummɪrɛ})</td>
<td>‘evening time’</td>
<td>3yrs 7months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vii. (\text{kwamɪ})</td>
<td>(\text{kámɪ})</td>
<td>‘personal name’</td>
<td>3yrs 6months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viii. (\text{kwata})</td>
<td>(\text{kata})</td>
<td>‘leprosy’</td>
<td>3yrs 5months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ix. (\text{ɕɥɛ})</td>
<td>(\text{hɛ})</td>
<td>‘to look’</td>
<td>3yrs 9months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x. (\text{ɕɥɪ})</td>
<td>(\text{hɪ})</td>
<td>‘to beat’</td>
<td>3yrs 8months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples (5i-vi) demonstrate that the palatal nasal \([ɲ]/\) and the labialized nasal \([ɲɥ]/\) respectively are the target posterior segments that have been replaced in the child form. This replacement is not accidental but phonologically conditioned. That is, these posterior nasals have an inherent additional property of palatality \([ɲ]/\) and labiality \([ɲɥ]/\) that complicate the articulatory process for the amateur vocal tract of the child. The complexity originates from the point that in the production of the palatal nasal, the velum is lowered to block the oral cavity and another constriction is formed between the palatal region and the back of the tongue. These dual articulatory activities occur concomitantly, and it is complex for the child. For the labialized nasal \([ɲɥ]/\), the oral cavity is blocked concurrently with the rounding of the lips. Due to the complication in articulation and the resultant absence of the posterior nasal \([n, ɲ]/\) in the segmental inventory of the child at that period of language acquisition, their phonology resolves the deficit by anteriorizing the posterior \([n, ɲ]/\) through the substitution of \([n]\) for \([n, ɲ]\). This de-posteriorization retains the nasality component property but drops the palatality and the labiality in the target segment \([n, ɲ]/\) as evident in the child form.
Similarly, in example (5viii-x), child phonology drops the labial component inherent in the labial velar [kw] and the labialized alveopalatal [ɕɥ] in favour of a plain velar [k] and the placeless fricative [h]. This is on account that Mensah (1987), Gussenhoven and Jacobs (1998), Ewen and van der Hulst (2001), Abakah (2006) contend that the segment [h] is more placeless with no pre-specification than glottal. However, the substitution is conditioned by the relative complexity and unavailability of the target labialized segments in the child’s phonology. Hence, from the viewpoint of the glottality of [h] in the child form with respect to (5vii- x), the replaced and the replacing segment are both posteriors yet [k] and [h] is relatively easier for the child than its labialised counterpart [kw] and [ɕɥ]. In a nutshell, this substitution in child phonology is not ordinary but phonologically conditioned by articulatory convenience and resolution to a challenging segment.

**Lateralization Processes in Akan Child Phonology**

Hitherto, the voiced alveolar lateral /l/ was considered to be completely alien to the Akan consonant inventory. However, with its occurrence in native Akan stems, Abakah (2006) demonstrates convincingly that the lateral /l/ is an indigenous Akan segment but not of borrowed origin as had been earlier assumed. The general position is that the lateral /l/ is in free variation with /r/ and /d/ in almost all the three dialects of Akan. In distribution, /r/ and /l/ commonly occur intervocically. Though the two coronal consonants /r/ and /d/ are autonomous phonemes, yet the trill /r/ and the lateral /l/ seem to be in complementary distribution i.e., the two occur in a mutually exclusive environment. It is only that in the Mfantse and the Asante dialects, [r/l] are used interchangeably. Due to the free variation between the three coronal consonants, even in obvious situations where a non-lateral, be it either a trill /r/ or a stop /d/ occurs at the input level of phonological representation, these non-lateral coronals are lateralized and they surface as /l/ at the output level. A non-lateral is substituted for a lateral at the output level.

In Akan, it is the phonological relationship of free variation between /d, r, l/ that triggers this lateralization process. This lateralization is not limited to child language phonology but in adult speech, and the phonology of an Akan speaking English too. Perhaps, it has its genesis from child language acquisition as the child imitates adult expressions. However, in an L2, it occurs as a slip of tongue due to L1 interference. The following examples from the phonology of age 6-7 children illustrate this phenomenon of lateralization both in native Akan stems and in loanwords. The trill /r/ and the stop /d/ and other non-laterals are presented at the input level of adult expressions for they are phonemic while the lateral is phonetic as they are realized only at the phonetic level.
Example (6) shows that the non-literal occurring at the level of the input in phonological representation is substituted for a lateral and is mainly due to the relationship of free variation. Regardless of the fact that the lateral /l/ is a free variant of /r/ and /d/, the lateralization at the output level renders it erroneous. The lateralization could be unduly carried out as in example (6iii) especially in an environment where the lateral does not occur intervocalically. Such phenomenon stems from the overapplication of the free variation relationship to non-native lexical items. These items have no direct equivalents in Akan and are often code switched but accidentally lateralized as a result of the over-application of intervocalic free variation between alveolar /r/ and /l/. In a related circumstance, the lateral in adult input form gets unduly delateralized by the replacement of a non-lateral. It is noteworthy that this process of lateralization and delateralization is also common in adult phonology just as in the phonology of age 6-7 children.

Syllable Structure Processes in Akan Child Language

The acquisition of syllables is an integral part of language development in children. Accordingly, it is said that the acquisition of syllables as a unit in language leads to the formation of formulaic utterances in the course of a child’s language development (Peters, 1983). However, in the view of Clark (1982), syllables are acquired in the order of magnitude and along the lines of the segments attained at each phase of the acquisition process. In light of this, it is plausible that the progression and mastery are dependent on the level of complexity and scope of the syllable of the language in question. Various phonological processes are adopted by the child on the syllable to aid speech and mitigate syllable sophistication. Some of these processes include reduplication, cluster reduction, dimunization, initial consonant deletion, final consonant deletion, epenthesis, syllable deletion, medial consonant deletion, vowelization, among others.

Akan is known to have simple syllable structures, and as a result, few of these phonological processes are applicable in child language phonology. According to Dolphyne (2006), the basic syllable structure in Akan consists of a V, C, and a CV. This implies that a closed syllable and consonant clusters are non-existing in Akan. This
position is reinforced by Kaye (1985), Adomako (2008) with the assertion that any final consonant constitutes an autonomous syllable. Nevertheless, a CCV string in the onset realized as a CrV seems to contest the non-existence of consonant clusters in Akan. It is out of this contention that Marfo and Yankson (2008) clarifies that a CrV is only a product of two basic CV syllables. Differently put, the CrV structure in Akan that appears to be contentious is only a phonetic representation of a basic two-syllable string of CV₁rV₂ which has been subjected to re-syllabification following a reduction in one of the two syllables. Precisely, in the processing of the input to derive a CrV₂, there occurs an elision of the vowel in the preceding CV structure. This reduced syllable then constitutes CrV₂ with the succeeding rV structure integrated into the initial CV syllable in phonological representation. From Marfo & Yankson (2008) perspective, the derived CrV structure after the elision of the V₁ is then re-syllabified into CrV₂. This syllable reduction and re-syllabification is triggered by an economy of speech as stated in Bencivenga (1987), Bresnan (2001), and it is on this grounds that the CrV₂ is a product in phonetic representation than an autonomous basic syllable structure. The input from which it was derived is a C₁V₁C₂V₂ structure that has the V₁ elided.

However, in child phonology, the CrV phonetic representation is further subjected to additional phonological processes to simplify the structure for easy pronunciation. The processes as occurred in child phonology are liquid vocalization (vowelization), epenthesis, reduplication, and deletion to break the surface consonant cluster in the sequence. These processes are highlighted in the following.

**Vocalization of [r] in CrV Structure in Child Phonology**

The phonological process of vocalization is a simplification phenomenon that substitutes a syllabic liquid for a vowel (Pollock 1991). The process is common in child phonology. Language acquisition researchers such as Hyman (1975), O’Grady, and Sook (2001: 331), among others have concluded that in the acquisition process, vowel sounds are developed earlier than consonants. Amoako (2020) affirms this conclusion in the context of Akan. Thus, vocalization and its popularity in child phonology probably originate from the early acquisition of vowels ahead of consonants especially liquids. The Akan situation of language acquisition and child phonology is not exempted from the frequent vocalization that occurs in other languages.

In this regard, vocalization is prevalent in the phonetic realization of a CrV structure where the liquid [r] occurring word medially is vocalized. The output of this vocalization is the conversion of the CrV to a CVV sequence in the surface form in child phonology. This breaks the surface consonant cluster and simplifies the string for child articulation. The following examples (7) indicate the occurrence of vocalization in Akan child phonology.
It is obvious in data (7) that the string of consonant clusters in input CrV in adult phonetic representation is simplified in child phonology for easy pronunciation. That is, adult phonology begins from the CV.CV as the input while child phonology in imitation of adult form applies to adopt CrV as the input. Therefore, to reduce the complex /Cr/ consonant cluster in child phonology, the liquid /r/ loses its [+Consonantal] feature and becomes [-Consonantal] through vocalization. The ensuing string is therefore rendered as a CV, which is a very familiar syllable structure in child phonology especially when the consonant in the CV is a stop as in (7i- v).

However, examining the CrV structure from the underlying CV.CV representation as in [bɪra, pɪra, ɔkɪra] argued in Marfo & Yankson (2008), it appears the liquid deletes without a replacement. This perspective is also possible from the level of phonological representation (PR). That is, the other implication is that, unlike in adult phonology, it is rather the underlying intervocalic liquid that is targeted for deletion from the PR to the phonetic form in child phonology. The effect of both analogies therefore is that syllable deletion is another effective syllable simplification strategy particularly on polysyllabic words in child phonology. Consequently, the phonological process of deletion in Akan child phonology is discussed below.

**Syllable Deletion in Child Phonology**

Aside from vocalization, another pervasive phonological process in child phonology is the deletion of an entire syllable unit. The most commonly affected unit is the weak syllable in polysyllabic words. The deletion is either to get rid of the challenging part or to truncate an extensive lexical item for easy pronunciation. The deletion of a weak syllable fewer impacts the structure of the lexical item. In Akan, the weak syllable is likely an initial syllabic consonant or a final syllabic consonant. Again, it could also be an initial or final vowel as well. Ingram (2008) accounting for the reasons for a syllable truncation, states that a syllable could be deleted because a constituent of that syllable is underdeveloped or non-exiting in the phonology of the child. It is either of the aforementioned reasons that enforce syllable deletion in child phonology as illustrated in the example (8) below.
(8) Adult Structure Child Structure   Gloss          Child Age
Form     Form
i.    mmirika   C.CV.CV.CV  mita   CV.V.CV      ‘to run’  2yrs 7months
ii.   ahurusi    V.CV.CV.CV  ahuti   V.CV.CV      ‘jubilation’  3yrs 1month
iii.  aduro       V.CV. CV   edu   V.CV      ‘medicine’  2yrs 4months
iv.  maano       V.CV.CV.V  anoo   V.CV.V      ‘bread’  2yrs 6months
v.   mpabo        C. CV.CV.V  paboa  CV.CV.V      ‘footwear’  3yrs 3months
vii. okom       V.CV. C  om     V.C      ‘hunger’  2yrs 3months

The data above illustrates the point that polysyllabic words are often simplified through
the deletion of difficult syllables. The syllable to be deleted has no fixed position. For
instance, in example (8i), the initial nasal syllable [m] together with the medial syllable
[ri] are deleted to shorten the word for easy articulation. The initial syllable is probably
deleted to break down the fictitious consonant cluster as in example (8v). But the
deletion of the medial syllable and the final syllable in example (8i-iii, vi) is likely due
to the gestural complexity in articulating the alveolar [r] and the velar [k]. In this regard,
[k] and [s] are replaced with [t] as in (8i, ii) and [p] for [f] in (8v). In a nutshell,
simplification through syllable deletion and substitution enhances production in child
phonology.

Reduplication in Akan Child Phonology

In addition to the above simplification processes, reduplication is also another mitigation
strategy through which children replace sophisticated syllables or units in a word with a
relatively easier and convenient part of the base. The repeated unit or the reduplicant
(RED) is usually a complete or partial copy of an existing base. In other words,
reduplication in child phonology repeats part or a whole of a base as a replacement for a
complex syllable or unit. Reduplication in child language encompasses deletion because
it deletes and replaces by copying a part or a whole of the base to replace the vacuum
created. The aim is to avoid the challenging unit in the base. The repeated part of the base
is in a sense a substitute for the deleted sophisticated portion. Thus, reduplication in child
language is not a morphological process to derive new words but a simplification strategy.
With respect to the direction of reduplication in child language, there is a tendency that
the copying and subsequent repetition could be progressive or regressive depending on
where the child finds a convenient unit. That is, the reduplicant can be copied either from
the right to the left or from the left to the right of the base. Though reduplication as a
simplification strategy in Akan child phonology is sporadic and not pervasive as a
substitution. Example (9) below shows the said process.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(9)</th>
<th>Adult Structure</th>
<th>Child Form Structure</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Child Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i.</td>
<td>ɔkramai V.CrV.CV.V</td>
<td>maimai CV.V.CV.V</td>
<td>‘a dog’</td>
<td>3yrs 2months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii.</td>
<td>krataa CrV.CV.V</td>
<td>taataa CV.V.CV.V</td>
<td>‘a sheet’</td>
<td>2-5months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii.</td>
<td>abɛnkwaɪ V.CV.C.CV.V</td>
<td>abɛnbɛn V.CV.C.CV.C</td>
<td>‘palmnut soup’</td>
<td>2-10months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv.</td>
<td>ʨirefua CV.CV.CV.V</td>
<td>fuefua CV.V.CV.CV</td>
<td>‘an egg’</td>
<td>3-11months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v.</td>
<td>bofurotɪ CV.CV.CV.CV</td>
<td>bobotɪ CV.CV.CV</td>
<td>‘doughnut’</td>
<td>2-9months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi.</td>
<td>abʊrɔbɛ V.CV.CV.CV</td>
<td>abɛbɛ V.CV.CV</td>
<td>‘pineapple’</td>
<td>3yrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vii.</td>
<td>bisikiti CV.CV.CV.CV</td>
<td>kiki/bibiti CV.CV.CV</td>
<td>‘biscuit’</td>
<td>2-7months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viii.</td>
<td>ahʊma V.CV.CV</td>
<td>amama V.CV.CV</td>
<td>‘a rope/thread’</td>
<td>3yrs 1month</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the above expressions in the child form contain a reduplication of the base. For instance, from the phonetic representation in example (9i, ii, viii), the final CV.V and CV of the base are copied regressively (right to left) to replace the challenging CrV structure in the initial position for (9i, ii). This results in the deletion of the complex CrV structure in (9i, ii) and it is replaced with the remaining CV.V reduplicant which is familiar and convenient in Akan child phonology. In the course of the simplification, the nominal vowel prefix in example (9i) is also dropped as a weak syllable. The final output is a partial regressive reduplication in the child form. However, in example (9iii, vii) the same process is carried out progressively. In this context, the complex syllable or unit appears at the suffix or final position of the base for (9iii) and at the medial position for (9vii). Hence, the medial CV.C and initial CV syllable of (iii, vii) respectively is progressively copied to replace the complex structure at the right of the base. In example (9iv, vi) the child copies and randomly select familiar segments from the base. The copied or randomly selected segments of the base are repositioned as a modified reduplicant. The process of reduplication in child phonology either shortens the number of syllables in the adult form or retains them. Nevertheless, unfamiliar unit(s) are deleted and replaced with the familiar unit(s) as repeated reduplicants copied from any part of the base.

**Conclusion**

This paper discussed various phonological processes employed in Akan child phonology. It was observed that the Akan language has its inherent natural phonological processes such as palatalization, stridentization among others that are superimposed on its phonotactics and the building of larger constituents. However, the study noted that in the acquisition of child language, the segmental inventory and the inherent processes are acquired not as a spontaneous composite whole but chronologically. Moreover, vowels
are part of the early attained articulatory ability whereas stops are acquired before fricatives and affricates cross-linguistically with respect to manner. Therefore, in the course of the mastery, the speech and phonology of the child are characterized with other phonological processes as adopted by the 2-7-year-old child to simplify complex unattained articulatory competencies. As elaborated in the discussion, some of these synthetic phonological processes include the substitution of one segment for the other while others are syllable simplification strategies to afford the child some ease in production. The study gathered that in the Akan child phonology, substitution processes are dominant. In this respect, fricatives are replaced with stops in this pattern [s] > [t], [f] > [p] or [b], and other non stops such as [ʣ] > [d], [ʨɥ] > [t] under the process of stopping (plosivisation). With the phonological process of velar fronting, velar segments such as [ŋ, ɡ] are fronted in the pattern of [k] > [ t ], [g] > [d] as a product of velar fronting in Akan child phonology. Also, in child language, stridents or affricates such as [ʨɥ, ʥɥ, ɕɥ, ʥ, ʨ, ts, dz] are probably de-affricated to surface as [t, d, h, g, h, k, t, d ] respectively under the process of de-stridentization or de-palatalization. All these processes are adopted in child phonology as a simplification strategy for complex segments. Finally, with regard to syllable structure processes in child phonology, complex consonant clusters such as the CrV structure is subjected to vocalization in order to attain simple CV or V syllable familiar to the child. Aside from vocalization, other complex structures are either deleted as of a weak syllable or reduplicated to get rid of the complex structure and replace them with a relatively easier unit copied from the base.
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